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Go nuts for NEW vegan Purition flavours
Vegan Coconut, Pistachio and Almond join the core range

Purition – the wholefood meal in a glass – has added three delicious new flavours to its vegan

range, offering plant-based goodness in an easy-to-blend, nutritional shake.

Made with all-natural ingredients, new Vegan Coconut, Vegan Pistachio and Vegan Almond is

made from ground nuts and seeds, offering an intense nutty taste and naturally occurring

protein and fibre – perfect for a healthy and nutritious breakfast, mid-morning snack or post-

workout drink.

The vegan range is made with a new Purition recipe that features new blends of plant-based

protein including golden pea, organic sunflower, organic pumpkin and hemp seed. It also has a

small amount of natural flavourings – giving the recipe a smoother, tastier finish with good

antioxidant properties.
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As well as bolstering its vegan range, Purition has also released a whey protein version of

popular flavour Blackcurrant – which was originally only available in a vegan format. Boasting

a summery and fresh flavour palette, the recipe contains freeze-dried blackcurrants that gives

the drink a beautiful lilac colour.
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Blended into a shake in less than 30-seconds, incorporated into a smoothie bowl or rolled into

protein balls, Purition is incredibly versatile – making it easy for people to add essential

nutrients into their daily diet.

The natural health benefits of Purition are proving popular with those looking to improve their

diet or boost their natural protein intake. With no artificial flavours or preservatives, Purition is

a good choice for customers looking to better their health and have a more balanced diet.

Purition Vegan Coconut, Vegan Pistachio, Vegan Almond and Blackcurrant (£22.95 for 500g

pack, or £2.49 for 40g sachet) are available at purition.co.uk or in health food stores such as

Boots and Holland & Barratt.
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For further information, please contact:
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ABOUT HIGHLIGHT PR

Highlight PR is a results-focused PR and content marketing agency, based in Bath.  The agency specialises in
consumer PR for baby, kids and family brands and licensed characters and B2B PR for architects, designers,
events, leisure and creative companies.

About Purition 

Purition is passionate about the importance of eating real food for health and wellness.   It is

dedicated to using the freshest, highest quality ingredients sourced

responsibility. Purition meals can be prepared in seconds helping to take the hassle out of

healthy eating without compromising real ingredients for the sake of convenience or profit. 

The recipes are based on nutritious nuts and seeds, ground, mixed and chopped in the company

HQ in Shropshire, UK. 

The British owned and operated company is committed to reducing food miles, unnecessary

plastic and food waste. Over 75% of the ingredients are grown in Europe and since 2018, it has

reduced the amount of unnecessary plastic use by 388kg.
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